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Abstract

Background Pretreatment variables have been shown to

be associated with the fulfillment of patient expectations,

yet in treating thumb trapeziometacarpal osteoarthritis

(OA) it remains unclear how patient expectations correlate

with the effectiveness of treatment. An increased under-

standing of the variables that affect patient expectations

enables tailored patient education and patient-provider

communication.

Questions/purposes (1) Is there a correlation between

patient demographics and clinical characteristics, and the

expectations the patients have when seeking treatment for

trapeziometacarpal OA? (2) What factors are indepen-

dently associated with the total expectations score and

frequency of expecting ‘‘back to normal’’ among patients

treated for trapeziometacarpal OA?

Methods Between March 2011 and October 2013, 89

patients of all 96 eligible patients seeking treatment for

trapeziometacarpal OA were approached and agreed to

participate in this study. Participants completed a validated

expectations survey measuring the number of expectations

and the degree of improvement expected. Comparative

analysis of demographic and clinical characteristics and

multivariate regression analysis against patients’ expecta-

tions were performed to assess and identify factors that

correlate with the number and degree of expectations.

Sample size was determined with an a priori power anal-

ysis (with 80% power and statistical significance set at

p\ 0.05), which showed that 88 patients were needed to

detect the minimal clinical difference of 12 points in the

Michigan Hand Questionnaire; we then increased this by

10% to allow for potential dropouts.

Results After controlling for potential confounding vari-

ables such as age, hand dominance, and work status, the

following factors were associated with a higher expecta-

tions score: choice of surgery (b = 11.5; 95% CI, 0.7–

23.8; p = 0.044), female gender (b = 19.0; 95% CI, 5.3–

32.7; p = 0.007), and dominant side affected (b = �41.6;

95% CI, �63.7 to �19.5; p\ 0.001). For the frequency of

‘‘back to normal’’ responses, surgical treatment (b = 7.4;

95% CI, 2.3–12.4; p = 0.005) and history of previous

injury (b = 8.2; 95% CI, 0.1–16.3; p = 0.047) were

independently associated factors after controlling for con-

founding variables. There were no independent

associations with age, marital status, work status, depres-

sion or anxiety, or prior contralateral surgery.
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Conclusions Patients whose dominant side was affected,

were female, and chose surgical treatment, had higher total

expectations. Patients who reported an antecedent injury

and chose surgical treatment more frequently expected a

return to normal. With identification of these factors,

orthopaedic surgeons can recognize patients who are prone

to higher expectations, and, thus, have the opportunity to

implement efficient pretreatment education. In addition,

identification of specific factors enables a focused measure

of the effect of these factors on the fulfillment of

expectations.

Level of Evidence Level II, prognostic study.

Introduction

As patient perspectives and patient satisfaction have

become major components of assessing outcomes, so have

patient expectations [1, 7, 10, 11, 13]. Patient expectations

may be the cumulative result of the patient’s generalized

knowledge of treatment, prior experiences of self and

others, and information derived from today’s different

forms of communication and data access. Understanding

independent variables that may affect expectations is rel-

evant in our evolving healthcare system because aligning

patients’ expectations with goals the physician believes are

reasonable may foster patient-provider collaboration and

increase patient satisfaction [11, 13–18, 21, 32–34].

Patients seek treatment for trapeziometacarpal

osteoarthritis (OA) to alleviate pain and improve function

[9, 12, 37, 39]. The degree of dysfunction prompting

patients to seek medical evaluation does not necessarily

correlate with radiographic staging of arthritis [9, 12, 37],

yet may affect patients’ expectations when seeking treat-

ment. Factors such as symptom tolerance, personal

preferences, aversion to surgery, and surgeon recommen-

dations may potentially influence the quality and number of

expectations that patients have after deciding on choice of

treatment.

With the current healthcare climate requiring proof of

patient-centered care [31, 33, 35, 38, 42, 43], efforts to

understand and meet patient expectations potentially carry

greater impact than currently used objective metrics.

Because the ability of our profession to measure the quality

and effectiveness of treatment is an evolving and imperfect

science, identifying the factors associated with a spectrum

of patient expectations allows providers to recognize

patients whose pretreatment characteristics may be asyn-

chronous with the projected treatment results.

To this end, we asked: (1) Is there a correlation between

patient demographics and clinical characteristics, and the

expectations the patients have when seeking treatment for

trapeziometacarpal OA? (2) What factors are indepen-

dently associated with the total expectations score and

frequency of expecting ‘‘back to normal’’ among patients

treated for trapeziometacarpal OA?

Patients and Methods

This study included a cohort of adult-aged patients who

were recruited during a 2-year period (March 2, 2013,

through April 1, 2015) from the practices of four hand

surgeons (LK, SKL, AJW, EAA) at a single institution.

Patients seeking treatment for trapeziometacarpal OA,

which was the primary diagnosis, were included. Patients

were administered a survey that has been validated to

measure the number of expectations and the degree of

improvement expected [20]. This study was approved by

the institutional review board.

Patients who were adult-aged and English-speaking

were eligible for this study if trapeziometacarpal OA was

the primary condition diagnosed by the participating hand

surgeon investigator.

From March 2011 to October 2013, 89 of the 96 patients

who fulfilled eligibility criteria and were approached,

volunteered their participation, and successfully completed

the expectations survey, were included in the study.

Patients were excluded if they did not speak English, were

unable to provide informed consent, had another condition

that affected use of the thumb (such as trigger thumb, de

Quervain’s, carpal tunnel syndrome, or thumb metacar-

pophalangeal OA) to which the trapeziometacarpal arthritic

condition was considered by the patient to be secondary,

had received any treatment within 90 days of the time of

the interview provided by a licensed healthcare provider, or

chose not to participate. Seven of the 96 eligible patients

were excluded because they did not complete the expec-

tations survey, and none who were approached were

excluded for reasons attributable to the criteria listed

above.

All patients provided informed consent for study par-

ticipation. Diagnosis was based on clinical information

including patient’s history and symptomatology, physical

examination, and plain radiographs. All participants com-

pleted the survey within 1 month before receiving

treatment. The desired treatment included injection of

cortisone versus thumb trapeziometacarpal arthroplasty.

All of the expectations surveys were administered and

completed in person or by telephone communication before

the patients received any subsequent treatment.

All 89 patients who fulfilled eligibility criteria were

included in this study. They had an average age of 65 years

(range, 40–89 years) (Table 1). Eighty (88%) chose
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injection, and 16 (72%) chose surgery. The majority were

women (73 [82%] women and 16 [18%] men). More

patients were married (55 married and 27 single, widowed,

or living along), and more patients were actively working

(46 [58%]) compared with those who were retired or cur-

rently not actively employed (34 [43%]). The majority

reported that they were right-hand-dominant (74 [90%])

compared with those who were left-hand-dominant (eight

[10%]). Six percent of the patients had their dominant side

as the affected side. Of the patient self-reported comor-

bidities, eight patients (10%) reported anxiety or

depression. A bivariate analysis of the included patients

revealed that those with a status of being retired or inactive

and a history of an antecedent injury were associated with

an increased frequency of expecting ‘back to normal’ and

that the choice of surgery was associated with a higher total

expectations score and frequency of expecting ‘back to

normal’ (Table 2).

Data were based on information recorded before the

provision of treatment. Treatment options that were offered

included either an injection of cortisone (with triamci-

nolone or betamethasone) or thumb trapeziometacarpal

joint arthroplasty (involving trapeziectomy with or without

ligament reconstruction and/or suspensionplasty and with-

out any other additional procedures).

Patient Demographics and Clinical Characteristics

The following demographic information was recorded: age,

gender, hand dominance, marital status, laterality of the

trapeziometacarpal OA condition, and work status (an

active work status versus an inactive work status from

being retired or unemployed such as for family care or

from an unrelated disability). These variables were chosen

because the history-taking of patients with hand conditions

typically elicits this information. The following clinical

characteristics were recorded: a patient-reported antecedent

injury (described as a minor strain, an overuse event, or

other nonimpact mechanism) marking the onset of symp-

toms, a history of contralateral thumb trapeziometacarpal

arthroplasty for the same diagnosis, and the patient’s pre-

ferred choice of treatment. These variables were chosen

based on the frequently cited words and concepts that were

recorded during the patient interviews needed to compose

the expectations survey [20]. Owing to a growing body of

research suggesting a role of depression and anxiety in the

management of patients with many hand conditions

[8, 41, 42], an additional variable included in the multi-

variate regression model was a self-reported history of

depression and anxiety.

Thumb/Hand Arthritis Expectations Survey

This study used a 19-item validated expectations survey

specific to trapeziometacarpal OA [13]. This survey was

developed using standard qualitative techniques of an

iterative process of coding patients’ words, which were

recorded verbatim from open-ended responses [4, 20, 36].

The survey was prefaced by the following question: ‘‘For

each of the following, what do you expect after treatment

for your hand arthritis?’’ with response options of ‘‘back to

normal,’’ ‘‘a lot of improvement,’’ ‘‘a moderate amount of

improvement,’’ ‘‘a little improvement’’, or ‘‘I do not have

this expectation or this expectation does not apply to me’’

Table 1. Patient demographics and clinical characteristics

Demographic Total

number

assessed

Number SD (range)

or percentage

Average age (years) 89 65 10.6 (40–89)

Gender 89

Male 16 18%

Female 73 82%

Marital status 82

Not married 27 33%

Married 55 67%

Working status 80

Inactive (retired/

unemployed)

34 43%

Active 46 57%

Hand dominance 82

Right 74 90%

Left 8 10%

Laterality of the affected

hand(s)

80

Right 43 54%

Left 21 26%

Bilateral 16 20%

Dominant hand affected? 64

Yes 41 64%

No 23 36%

Antecedent injury? 80

Yes 5 6%

No 75 94%

History of depression or

anxiety?

Yes 81 73 90%

No 8 10%

Contralateral TMC surgery? 54

Yes 4 7%

No 50 93%

TMC = trapeziometacarpal.
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(Appendix 1. Supplemental material is available with the

online version of CORR1.).

This expectations survey provided a score that indicated

the number of expectations and degree of expectations and,

thereby, measured patient expectations according to the

number of discrete expectations and the degree to which

each of these is expected. The degree of expecting

improvement was reflected by the frequency that each

subject chose the categorical response ‘‘back to normal,’’

which indicates higher ranking of the severity of the

expectations and ranged from zero to 19. The number of

expectations was reflected by the total expectations score,

which is a summation of the expectations of all the items of

the survey. This total expectations score then was calcu-

lated as follows: 4 points are assigned for the response of

‘‘complete improvement’’ or ‘‘back to normal,’’ and points

for each subsequent response are assigned in descending

order to a minimum of zero points for the response ‘‘I do

not have this expectation or this expectation does not apply

to me.’’ The maximum number of items that applies to any

patient is 19. The overall score is obtained by summing all

responses, dividing by the maximum possible score

(4 � 19 = 76), and normalizing to 100 (Appendix 2. Sup-

plemental material is available with the online version of

CORR1.). Therefore, the possible scores range from 0 to

100 with a higher score indicating greater expectations.

Statistical Analysis

Patient demographics and clinical characteristics were

measured against the total expectations score and the fre-

quency of expecting improvement back to normal. Overall

summary statistics were calculated in terms of means and

SDs for continuous variables, and frequencies and per-

centages were calculated for discrete variables. To analyze

Table 2. Bivariate analysis of demographics and clinical characteristics

Demographic variable and clinical characteristic Mean total expectations

score (SD)

p Value Mean frequency of expecting

‘back to normal’

p Value

Treatment

Injection 73.04 (20.43) \ 0.001 4.99 (6.53) \ 0.001

Surgery 90.98 (11.17) 11.31 (5.30)

Gender

Male 72.95 (21.02) 0.473 5.81 (6.61) 0.840

Female 76.99 (20.17) 6.19 (6.83)

Marital status

Not married 76.09 (21.05) 0.840 6.78 (7.36) 0.339

Characteristic 75.11 (20.26) 5.27 (6.30)

Working status

Inactive/retired 79.38 (21.52) 0.170 7.50 (6.93) 0.047

Active 73.02 (19.42) 4.61 (6.36)

Hand dominance

Right 75.86 (20.88) 0.581 6.05 (6.80) 0.240

Left 71.63 (16.10) 3.13 (4.70)

Dominant hand affected?

No 80.43 (21.26) 0.462 7.65 (6.96) 0.316

Yes 76.46 (20.23) 5.85 (6.76)

Antecedent injury?

No 75.33 (20.11) 0.196 5.52 (6.51) 0.041

Yes 87.47 (21.34) 11.80 (7.16)

Contralateral TMC surgery?

No 73.60 (19.21) 0.720 4.75 (9.50) 0.891

Yes 69.97 (22.89) 4.32 (5.75)

Depression or anxiety

No 76.09 (20.75) .0750 6.20 (6.88) 0.745

Yes 78.04 (15.45) 5.38 (5.66)

* p\ 0.05 = statistically significant; TMC = trapeziometacarpal.
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the independent associations between demographic and

clinical characteristics and expectations, independent

samples t-tests and chi-square tests were performed for

normally distributed data, and Mann-Whitney U tests were

performed for nonparametric continuous variables. Fisher’s

exact tests were performed for discrete variables that had

80% of an expected count less than five. Sample size was

determined with a power analysis (with 80% power and

statistical significance set at p\ 0.05) that showed that 88

patients were needed to detect the minimal clinical dif-

ference of 12 points in the Michigan Hand Outcomes

Questionnaire (used as the validated tool of reference;

http://mhq.lab.medicine.umich.edu/) between patients who

were above versus below the overall mean of the expec-

tations survey. The study was designed to be conservative

with an additional 10% increase in sample size enrollment

for a total sample size of 96 patients to account for

potential patients who decided to no longer be part of the

study or were missing data.

After the analysis of inferential statistics, all of the

above-described demographic and clinical characteristics

chosen for analysis were considered eligible variables in

the multivariable regression analysis of independent asso-

ciations. Regression models were analyzed using a

pairwise deletion method (available case analysis) to

maximize the data collected from the study cohort and to

account for missing data. Because of the exploratory nature

of the analysis, a critical p value of 0.15 was used as the

threshold for retention in the final model following a

stepwise procedure of the regression analysis. Variables

that were dropped from the final models were considered as

variables not associated with the outcomes assessed.

Variables that achieved a probability of 0.05 or less were

considered statistically significant factors in the final

model. For all regression models, b coefficients were

reported to estimate the magnitude of the effect with their

respective 95% CIs for estimates of precision. All analyses

were performed using SPSS Version 20.0 (IBM Corp,

Armonk, NY, USA) [2].

Results

In the regression model analysis for the outcome of a

higher total expectations score (Table 3), the following

patient variables and clinical characteristics were found to

be an independently associated patient factor after con-

trolling for the other potential confounders such as age,

hand dominance, and work status: choice of surgery

(b = 11.5; 95% CI, 0.7–23.8; p = 0.044), female gender

(b = 19.0; 95% CI, 5.3–32.7; p = 0.007), and dominant

side affected (b = �41.6; 95% CI, �63.7 to �19.5;

p\ 0.001).

For the outcome of an increased frequency of ‘‘back to

normal’’ responses (Table 4), surgical treatment was an

independent factor (b = 5.6; 95% CI, 0.2–11.0;

p = 0.043), and previous injury also was found to be an

independent factor with respect to frequency of ‘‘back to

normal responses’’ after controlling for potentially con-

founding variables (b = 8.1; 95% CI, 0.1–16.3;

p = 0.050).

Discussion

Orienting care toward achieving explicit metrics associated

with patient satisfaction is a contemporary priority [10, 11].

Understanding the variables that affect expectations—and

Table 3. Multivariate regression models for total expectations score

Variable b-coefficient Standard error (95% CI) p Value

(Constant) 81.2 11.7 (57.6–104.8) 0.000

Surgery (versus injection)* 11.5 6.1 (0.7–23.8) 0.044

Age* – – – –

Female (versus male) 19.0 6.8 (5.3–32.7) 0.007

Married (versus not married)* – – – –

Active work status (versus inactive/retired)* – – – –

Dominant side affected? �41.6 11.0 (�63.7 to �19.5) 0.000

Preceding injury* – – – –

Prior contralateral surgery* – – – –

Depression or anxiety* – – – –

R2 = 0.308; – = did not meet the threshold for retention in the final model; * = the variables without any numeric values are those that attained

p values greater than our threshold, ultimately were deleted from the model, and were considered not predictive of each model’s outcome. The

final variables listed with numeric values were those that had attained a p value within our threshold for retention in the final model.
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so drive satisfaction—is critical to achieving these goals

[32–34, 38]. We evaluated these factors in the context of

trapeziometacarpal OA.

There are several study limitations. First, the study

design was cross sectional and, therefore, fails to reflect

time-related changes or associations. Second, the dataset

was not complete for several categories, with at most 10%

of the 89 total patients missing data for categories for

which associations were observed. However, our study was

conservative in design, anticipating that a portion of par-

ticipants who might enroll and then later drop out or would

be missing data. In addition, regression models were ana-

lyzed using a pairwise deletion method (available case

analysis) to maximize the data collected from the study

cohort and to account for missing data. Third, the study

subjects included patients from an urban setting seeking

care at a tertiary care orthopaedic institution; therefore,

their demographic and clinical characteristics may not fully

represent other patient populations. There were numerous

variables that were not evenly distributed among the

patient population. As a result, a post hoc power analysis

indicates that the study was underpowered to detect dif-

ferences in the expectations outcomes among the factors

assessed. However, the post hoc power analysis did show

that the given sample size of our study was more than 90%

powered to detect the differences that were found between

patients who underwent surgery and those who chose to

have injections. Our final regression models were limited to

the elements of data that were available in our patient

database. Other characteristics not collected in our study

may have the potential to influence our findings and also

could improve our R2 values to explain the variability of

our outcomes.

We found a correlation between certain demographic

and clinical characteristics and patient expectations before

receiving treatment of trapeziometacarpal OA. While the

effect of patient expectations and satisfaction in other areas

of medicine has been studied for several decades

[16–18, 21, 28, 33, 38, 40, 43], efforts in the field of

orthopaedics and specifically in orthopaedic hand surgery

have opened doors to improved understanding of factors

that potentially affect patient expectations [3–6, 8,

10, 11, 13–15, 19, 29, 30, 42]. Extensive investigation of

condition-specific expectations has shown that patient

expectations do not come as one-size fits all

[22–28, 30, 31]. Different from decades ago is that in

today’s current healthcare climate, the provision of care is

becoming increasingly contingent on ‘merit-based mea-

sures’. The difficulty with this principle in the field of hand

surgery is that most problematic hand conditions occur

with relative infrequency such that this renders observa-

tional and objectively derived data hardly qualifiable as

behavior-changing evidence. To address the need to better

understand condition-specific patient expectations, this

study was developed premised on the principle that an

identification of the factors that affect patient expectations

associated with trapeziometacarpal OA potentially enables

providers to explore whether patients with characteristics

associated with higher expectations also have realistic

expectations, and if so, whether the offered treatment will

meet their perceived expectations.

This study also identified specific patient factors,

namely, a history of antecedent trauma, the choice of sur-

gical treatment, female gender, and dominant-hand

affected, to be associated with pretreatment patient

expectations. We believe these results complement prior

Table 4. Multivariate regression models for frequency of back to normal responses

Variable b-coefficient Standard error 95% CI p value

(Constant) 4.0 1.0 1.9–6.1 0.000

Surgery (versus injection)* 5.6 2.7 0.2–11.0 0.043

Age* – – – –

Female (versus male)* – – – –

Married (versus not married)* – – – –

Active work status (versus inactive/retired)* – – – –

Affected hand* – – – –

Dominant side affected?* – – – –

Preceding injury 8.1 4.0 0.1–16.3 0.050

Prior contralateral surgery* – – – –

Depression or anxiety* – – – –

R2 = 0.280; – = did not meet the threshold for retention in the final model; * = these variables without any numeric values are those that

attained p values greater than our threshold, ultimately were deleted from the model, and were considered not predictive of each model’s

outcome. The final variables listed with numeric values were those that had attained a p value within our threshold for retention in the final

model.
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studies that have analyzed variables that affect the satis-

faction of patients having hand surgery [1, 3, 5, 7, 8, 14, 20,

29, 30, 32, 41, 42]. We believe our study is distinct from

prior studies because it applied a survey that was developed

specifically in the context of orthopaedic hand surgery,

rather than applying a survey developed in the context of

other medical and psychologic fields of study. The

expectations survey is a validated survey developed from

patient-volunteered content, was disease specific, and has

been shown to be reliable, reproducible, and clinically

relevant [20]. With use of this study, orthopaedic surgeons

treating trapeziometacarpal OA have the opportunity to

ensure that specific pretreatment expectations are congru-

ent with the goals of the treating team. Identification of the

independent factors, as found by our analysis, can be used

by surgeons to identify patients who may have higher

expectations before undergoing treatment. Finding that a

history of an antecedent trauma, female gender, hand

dominance, and choice of surgical treatment with our

expectations survey renders use of these factors as vari-

ables to determine whether and to what degree the

fulfillment of expectations after receiving treatment for

trapeziometacarpal OA has been achieved. In other words,

these factors can be used further to compare patients’

expected pretreatment improvement with the posttreatment

improvement attained, with the magnitude of change as a

measure of the fulfillment of expectations. We believe that

assessing this fulfillment of expectations as a function of

demographic, psychosocial, and clinical characteristics will

be essential to identify and overcome barriers to commu-

nication, and thereby, increase patient satisfaction.

This study shows that a correlation between demo-

graphic and clinical characteristics of patients with

trapeziometacarpal OA and expectations of treatment

exists. The identification of a history of antecedent trauma,

female gender, hand dominance, and choice of surgical

treatment, as found by our analysis, can be used by sur-

geons to overcome barriers of communication by

identifying patients who may have higher expectations

before undergoing treatment. Recognizing these correla-

tions, orthopaedic surgeons treating trapeziometacarpal OA

have the opportunity to explore and ensure that specific

pretreatment expectations are congruent with the goals of

the treating team. In addition, these identified factors can

be used in a comparative analysis between patients’

expected pretreatment improvement and the posttreatment

improvement attained, with the magnitude of change as a

measure of fulfillment of expectations. We believe that

assessing this fulfillment of expectations as a function of

demographic, psychosocial, and clinical characteristics will

be essential to build a system that provides orthopaedic

expertise focused on patient-centered care and patient

satisfaction.
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